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Meri Kirihimete to you and your whānau! From Autism
New Zealand and the team that bring you Tilting the
Seesaw for Teams, we hope you all have a safe and happy
holiday period!

Here are some resources to help everyone in your family 
 throughout the holiday season and beyond.



The holidays are generally a joyous time of year but can also be stressful and

overwhelming for everyone, especially tamariki. We have put together some

helpful tips you can use. Personalise these to fit your tamaiti's needs. 

HOLIDAY TIPS

Use photos on your phone to show who will be coming

over

Negotiate how long you may stay for and use a visual to

show time passing

Leave when things are going well

Only go for the last bit of the celebration

Think of what things can you take with you to help your

tamaiti feel calm 

Try and have a designated quiet space to retreat to

Have an exit strategy so everyone can keep their dignity

You could have roles – setting the table, distributing

presents, opening the door

You could provide a script for everyone to follow to make

interactions more predictable

If too many presents could be overwhelming, discuss and

set a limit together

Discuss whether presents should be wrapped or not and

consider alternatives. For example, leave presents

unwrapped but in a gift bag.

Introduce presents one by one instead of all at once, or

stagger them throughout the festive period

GIFTS



HOLIDAY TIPS
Here is a visual resource you can use to demonstrate what is  

going to happen and what the outcome will be.



HOLIDAY TIPS

Here is a visual resource to use when plans change. It can be

used to demonstrate that a plan is going to change and what

it is going to change  to.


